The construction of the maternal brain: theoretical comment on Kim et al. (2010).
Recently, there has been a spate of articles detailing the many and multifaceted alterations that define the Maternal Brain. The article by Kim et al. (2010) has provided a new "window" into the brain of the mother by the use of MRI showing structural changes in major regions over the period of the first few months, during which the intimate relationship between mother and infant forms. In this accompanying Commentary, we explore some connections between the animal work and the human data, and suggest some common pathways. In the end, it appears that maternal motivation, far from the intrinsic or instinctual state that many believe it to be, may, in fact, be attributable to many active processes "building" a responsive neural substrate. Like early brain development, itself a marvel of interacting genetic and environmental forces, the Maternal Brain may represent another developmental epoch in the life of the female. In this case, the alterations occur to promote the survival of subsequent generations and the care and protection of a most expensive mammalian metabolic and genetic investment. If so, is it possible that just as there are edifices that are poorly constructed and crumble at the first challenge by earthquake or hurricane, there may be defectively assembled maternal brains that fail in their task of caring adequately for young?